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Notes policy analysis 

 

Session 1: Introduction, the development of public policy analysos and the policy sciences 

“governments make public policy” 

public policy analysis ≠ politics ≠ polity 

politics: processes and institutions of the acquisition of political power 

polity: political system as a whole and political subject therein 

but public policy is a very political process 

the public policy will reflect on the activities by the government 

 

questions to deal with in policy analysis: 

- why are certain policy decisions taken at certain points of time and not others? 

bv. corona pandemic: different policies in different countries 

- how do individual decisions add up and work together in policy regimes or mixes, or 

are they incompatible and contradictory? 

→ explaining why they are how they are and how they came about, and explain 

contradictions in policy 

- do multiple decisions result in recognizable patterns of policymaking and policy 

content, or just in random or quasi-random accumulations of past decisions? 

bv. Belgium: more consensus between actors to make policy, in the UK or US: the 

winner takes it all 

 

Lasswell: founding father of political analysis (book The Policy Sciences – Lasswell & Lerner) 

multi-method, multi-disciplinary, problem-oriented, mapping of contexts, alternatives and 

effects 

public policy analysis asks: 

- what political actors do 

- why they do it 

- what difference this policy makes 

 

  
Cesare Borgia: a very skilled leader, Machiavelli was influenced by him to advise and analyse 

leaders 

Angela Merkel: handing over of an analysis of certain policy domain 

→ these pictures ask attention for analysis for policy 

analysis for policy: the analysis is used in policy making, prescriptive and applied  

→ advice, recommendations, solutions, suggestions 
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analysis of policy: more scholarly, academic and theoretical 

→ why policy is made, what difference it makes, which actors, the role of power etc 

analysis of policy is what we do in this class (we are not designing solutions) 

often analysis for policy and analysis of policy together 

societal relevance of analysis of policy: analysis of policy is also a prerequisite for the analysis 

for policy 

→ the recommendations made to policy makers are based on analysis for policy but also on 

analysis of policy 

any recommendation should also be grounded in analysis of policy 

we don’t study policy for the sake of theoretical passtime, but because we are concerned 

about the way policy is being made, so it’s very socially relevant to study policy 

bv. why certain policies never make the agenda, which actors are involved etc 

 

introduction in meta-analysis 

policy analysts: who were and what? 

why is this class interesting? a lot of us will end up in political analyst positions 

bv. researchers at universities or institutions: academic public policy analysis 

bv. working for the government, interest groups, think tanks, NGO’s, international 

organisations, political parties 

 

terminology: 

policy: ≠ meanings 

bv. wisdom, statecraft, acting carefully, tactics and public policy processes 

→ policy as a rational plan, different from politics and polity 

‘beleid’: also ≠ meanings  

bv. in the middle-ages: iemand beleiden, to command, government, administration 

now beleid mostly means the activities of government, administration, and action 

→ comeback of the term in the 20th century: 

- activities of government 

bv. Belgian policy against poverty 

- action of a specific organisation 

bv. KU Leuven only foresees online courses during the pandemic 

- indication of a desired situation 

bv. policy to reduce deaths in traffic to zero 

- indication of a plan 

bv. policy to vaccinate 70% of people 

- indication of effects 

bv. policy to help graduates find a job in the months after graduation 
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definitions of policy: 

1) Thomas Dye (1972):  

Public policy is “anything a government chooses to do or not to do.” 

government has the power to implement policy 

+ non-decision making plays a role! = the decision not to act or tackle an issue 

bv. Trump had no positive policy in place for the covid pandemic, he didn’t deal with this 

problem 

 

2) William Jenkins:  

Public policy as “a set of interrelated decisions taken by a political actor or group of actors 

concerning the selection of goals and the means of achieving them within a specified situation 

where those decisions should, in principle, be within the power of those actors to achieve.”  

focus on interrelated decisions between ≠ governments and multiple other actors (like lobby 

groups) 

+ goals to achieve and means to achieve them 

 

3) James Anderson: 

“A purposive course of action followed by an actor or set of actors in dealing with a problem 

or matter of concern for the population.” 

action taken by actors in dealing with problems/concerns for the population 

population=the target 

→ difference between concerns and problems: 

a concern is not yet a problem, it differs from group to group or person to person: what is a 

concern for some is not a concern for others 

→ less objective than a problem 

a problem is more objective and bigger, but also socially constructed 

so focus on constructivist character is very important  

purposive course of action: setting goals and means to achieve those goals 

she prefers this definition bc constructivist approach 

 

stages of the policy cycle (Lasswell 1965) 

1. Intelligence: collecting + disseminating knowledge 

2. Promotion: supporting selected alternatives 

3. Prescription: decision for an alternative 

4. Invocation: decision of rules of selected alternative 

5. Application: implementation through the administration 

6. Termination: ending the process 

7. Appraisal: evaluation according to the initial goals 

→ step 7 evaluation has to come before the termination of the process 
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corrected by Brewer:  

1. Invention/initiation 

2. Estimation 

3. Selection 

4. Implementation 

5. Evaluation 

6. Termination 

 

the stages and their relationship to applied problem solving: 

Stages of the cycle Problem solving 

problem definition and agenda-setting problem recognition and agenda-setting 

policy formulation proposal of solution 

decision-making choice of solution  

policy implementation putting solutions into effects 

policy evaluation monitoring results 

and then feedback to determinate policy 

 

strength and limits of the policy cycle model 

→ important to understand all the phases  

it can help us to map and clarify the world of actors, institutions and ideas 

of course it’s a simplification so sometimes policy is not so linear as in the model 
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Session 2: Policy change and theoretical approaches of public policy 

6 approaches based on: 

- unit of analysis: focus on what? 

→ individuals like politicians 

→ collective entities like groups 

→ structure like institutions 

- deductive/inductive: deductive starts from a limited number of assumptions and then 

apply a theory to the empirical work 

inductive approach will first study reality and then identify patterns, and from there 

create a theory  
INDIVIDUAL COLLECTIVITY STRUCTURE 

DEDUCTIVE Public choice Social structure or class 

analysis 

Neo-institutionalism 

INDUCTIVE Welfare economics Pluralism or Neo-

corporatism 

Statism 

 

(1) public choice 

application of neo-classical economics: individuals rationally calculate their decisions to 

maximize individual utility  

analyse of self-interest (eigenbelang: kosten-baten analyse) 

because of this self-interest, the state intervention will increase, more provision of goods and 

services 

not without ideology: they don’t want state intervention 

what is the self-interest of politicians? power, money, being re-elected 

self-interest of voter? improve their situations, more benefits, seeing their own interests 

realized 

self-interest of civil servants? increase their budget, higher wages and pension, promotion 

chances, stable work/job security 

→ can be a tactical vote  

 

problems of public choice: 

- over-simplifying: policy is more complex than only utility maximization 

bv. social and cultural factors play a role, ideology 

- poor predictive capacity 

jaren 70: predicted that state intervention would increase but that didn’t happen 

- underestimated impact of institutions on action 

- neo-liberal: not a value-free perspective 

 

(2) social structure and class theory 

focus on collective entities based on economic criteria to divide those entities 
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in orthodox Marxism: 2 groups of the capitalists and the workers, the have and have-nots 

the state is seen as an instrument of capitalism 

infrastructure: economic structure in society 

superstructure: all of the other institutions → derived from the relation between the 

capitalists and workers 

neo-Marxism: relative autonomy of the state, bv. welfare policies 

you can find a lot of these marxist issues in our society, bv. if you have an expensive lawyer, 

you get a milder punishment 

→ social structure reproduced 

 

problems of social structure and class theory: 

- over-simplification and strongly deductive  

- no clear definition of class in the 21st century: how do you define class? there are no 

longer these 2 groups in society 

+ newer class studies who are no longer marxist 

- problems with differentiation between base and superstructure 

- economic determinism 

 

(3) pluralism and neo-corporatism 

PLURALISM NEO-CORPORATISM 

- central role of interest groups 

- overlapping membership 

- less attention for power differences 

- neo-pluralism: differences in access between 

groups 

bv. lobby groups: Jewish Lobby in the US, NRA, … 

(de Tocqueville, Bentley, Truman, Dahl, Polsby) 

- small number of influential interest groups 

- representative monopoly (often in Western 

Europe): special partner of government in 

policy making 

- interaction state – interest groups 

bv. unions, onderwijskoepels, … 

(Schmitter) 

 

(4) neo-institutionalism (Scharpf, Mayntz, Ostrom) 

rules, norms, decisions of governmental institution 

bv. institutionalized care for the elderly → institutionalized policy 

options for policymakers are path-dependent 

international and national determinants of policy 

 

problems of neo-institutionalism: 

- chicken or egg? causality dilemma: what came first, the institutions or individual 

action?  

- functionalism, almost conservatist approach bc the institutions are taken for granted 

- points to the limitations of policy but cannot explain the purposeful actions of 

policymakers 
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- not adequate for agenda-setting (but: for implementation, evaluation and re-

formulation) 

 

(5) statism (Weber, Hintze, Skopcpol, Hall & Soskice) 

state is the unity of analysis, studied as an autonomous actor (Weber) 

→ state-centred 

not much attention for civil society and social factors 

this approach is not used very often, looks a bit like neo-institutionalism 

 

(6) welfare economics 

if the market works perfectly well, we don’t need policies, but that doesn’t happen: market 

failures 

→ need for governmental action 

-  public goods 

- the creation of natural monopolies: when the investment costs are very high so there 

would be a monopoly very quickly (railway, electricity) so the state takes on the 

investment costs 

→ providing a service that the market can only provide for a high cost 

- imperfect/limited information: the costumer doesn’t have the information to know 

which provider offers the best service 

→ regulation to provide information to clients 

bv. in pharmaceutics: being transparent of their services, or food labelling in 

supermarkets 

- externalities: unintended, negative side effect of the consumption of a product which 

creates a cost for society (bv. air pollution) 

→ the state makes sure that these externalities are paid for by society, bv. by taxes 

- tragedy of the commons: market failure that originates from unlimited access to the 

consumption of a certain good 

→ the good will eventually disappear or get exhausted (zie video overbevissing op 

toledo!!!) 

like hunting, overfishing, wood harvesting: regulations → limitations on access  

how? quota, protected areas, licenses  

- destructive competition: in some sectors, competition is so steep that workers are 

overexploited → social regulation of the competition on the market (reduce night 

shifts, child labour etc) 

so policy by the government is needed to deal with these market failures, a lot of the 

policies taken by the government are meant to deal with these market failures 

 

cost-benefit analysis: estimating the effects of a certain policy option & then deciding which 

policies are best 
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 + pareto optimum: best option for everybody, can’t change the situation of someone for the 

better without making the situation of someone else worse 

→ difficult to achieve a pareto optimum in public policy: a lot of parties to take into account 

bv. raise the budget for poverty reduction = raise the taxes, so not everybody can be happy 

→ repair market failure: government can’t spend too much 

so a good approach but not every policy or effect can be put into money 

 

principal-agent theory: 

principal chooses policy, agent has to perform this decision but can cheat bc the principal 

doesn’t know → then things go wrong 

so government failure: shift of goals, rising costs and derived externalities 

 

new typology in welfare economics: what’s the need for government action?  

EXCLUSIVITY EXHAUSTIVENESS 

HIGH  LOW 

HIGH Private good  

(e.g. foods) 

→ if you buy it and eat/consume it, it’s gone 

Toll good  

(e.g. highways, openbaar vervoer, LEZ, 

entry to parks, parking lots) 

→ can be made exclusive but many 

people are using it 

LOW Common-Pool good  

(e.g. fish in ocean) 

→ everybody has access but the good is 

exhaustive so not everybody can have access 

Public good  

(e.g. street lightning) 

→ once it’s there, it’s there for all 

 

problems of welfare economics: 

- rational – technical: not everything can be rationalized 

- limitations of knowledge and capabilities, we can’t know everything 

- political character of instruments 

- ‘theoretical illusion’ 

 

1990s: post-positivist approaches and the ‘argumentative turn’ 

→ analyse the meaning and the ideas behind policy decisions, not so rationalist anymore, 

more interpretative policy analysis 

bc positivist policy analysis: lacking in comprehending reality & promoting a top-down view 

theories as ‘glasses’: each of these approaches have something to tell us about policies, 

bepaalde blik op policy 

bv. public choice: self-interest plays a role 

bv. class theory: inequalities reproduced by policy  
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Session 3: Policy actors, context and institutions 

which item of analysis: actors or institutions? both play an important role 

room for agency and for structure 

→ actor-centred or structure-centred policy analysis 

 
Marxism ook nog wel group actors as primary 

since the 70s: actor-centred policy analysis 

 

≠ functions of institutions: (Blum & Schubert 2011) 

- systems of rules 

- problem-solving 

- enclosing mutual expectations 

- granting power and limiting power 

- facilitating collective decision-making 

 

≠ roles of actors and impactful factors on policy making: 

→ individual and complex actors: 

- elected politicians 

o the executive politicians: the government 

→ power to make policies and implement them 

bc they have access to information and hold the budget (fiscal means) 

privileged access to mass media 

permanent support through the administration 

o legislative: the parliament (in democracies) 

controlling government and influencing policies 

putting issues on the agenda, budgetary control  

relation to government, internal organisations, importance of committees 

parliamentary involvement depends on type of policy: often more power 

for symbolic issues, less power for technical expertise and confidentiality  

- administrative officials (ambtenaren): ‘the fourth power’, civil servants 

→ discretional power, so differ a bit from what minister wants 

big material resource 

power bc they stay for a while, quite permanent (continuity) & more information 

than minister/principle (principle-agent problem)  

- political parties: boundary actors between the state and society 

they select personnel for executive and legislative office & they select issues of 

citizens → indirect influence 
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“Nixon goes to China”: it refers to the ability of a politician with an unassailable 

(onaantastbare) reputation among their supporters for representing and 

defending their values to take actions that would draw their criticism and even 

opposition if they had been taken by someone without those credentials.  

- interest groups 

different bases of power: some are partners of government, others are lobby 

groups 

knowledge and information on practice 

political and organisational resources, they can mobilize people…  

- research organisations: governmental, academic or think thanks (Sciensano, HIVA) 

→ often with a certain agenda, bv. a green agenda 

- companies and business associations: also lobbyists 

more in the US (pluralist) than in European countries (neocorporatist) 

influence via mobility of capital and investments, (financial) support of political 

parties, financial contributions to policy research 

- labour and employee organisations: power/influence is based on membership, 

leadership, organisation, centralised and decentralised negotiation structures 

neo-corporatist vs pluralist: more powerful in neo-corporatist societies 

- organisation of society 

bv. unity among interest groups or umbrella organisation for interest groups = 

stable policy context 

Olson: differences between groups matter + umbrella groups vs. narrow groups 

combination of weak/strong interest groups with weak/strong state 

- organisation of the state: political-economic structures 

→ policy autonomy: 

the state should not be too dependent on certain interests, state autonomy and 

isolation from societal pressure 

most successful in neo-corporatist and semi-authoritarian regimes 

+ policy capacity: organisational coherence and expertise 

- governmental and administrative power distribution in political systems 

o federal or unitary structure? bv. in federations difficult to make certain 

policies 

o presidential or parliamentary system? 

o two-party system or multi-party system? 

o proportional or majority voting system? 

o role of the courts 

o structure of the administration 

→ impact on the effectiveness and pace/tempo of policy making 

- veto player theory (Tsebelis) 

a veto means an actor whose agreement is required for a change of the status quo, 

any actor who can block the adoption of a policy 
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can be good for the rights of certain groups or for democracy  

- organisation of the international system and globalisation 

bv. trade, defence, but also other policy sectors are influenced by events and 

decisions of organisation of the international system 

→ there is a world agenda: international standards, rules and procedures play a 

role 

bv. pandemic, environment, crime, international trade regime, multinationals …  

+ globalisation as a policy factor for national systems 

convergence thesis: policy agendas and the issues we have to solve are converting, 

and also the policies are converting and becoming similar policies (maar daar gaat 

ze niet mee akkoord: policies will always vary) 

Giddens: more transnational companies, increase of economic integration and 

globalisation of communication and media  

- mass media 

- (voters) 

 

principle-agent problem:  

a problem of discretionary power/action by the agent in a way that the interests of the 

principles are not served 

so agent is supposed to achieve the goals of the principle but bc of information asymmetry 

and intransparacy, the agent is able to hide his actions and can cheat on the principle 

 

guest lecture Heath: ministerial advisers 

also called special advisers 

→ focus on ministerial advisers a particular type of actor and ministerial offices as a type of 

institution 

what are they? an entourage around minister of close advisers  

bc of this proximity they can also influence policy 

definition:  

- function, their role: offer political advice 

bv. speech writing, offering advice on policy affairs 

- location: in executive ministers’ offices 

so internal in government, not in private companies or think tanks 

- appointment type: temporary contract paid with public funds 

special category bc they come and go with the government 

 

3 formal definitions:  

1. “a temporary public servant appointed to provide partisan (=partijgenoot) advice to a 

member of the political executive and who is exempt from the political impartiality 

requirements that apply to the standing bureaucracy” (Shaw and Eichbaum 2018, p. 3) 

→ temporary so they come and go 
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so the 3 characteristics can be found in this definition 

2. “person appointed to serve an individual minister, recruited on political criteria, in a 

position that is temporary” (Hustedt et al. 2017, p. 300)  

 the 3 characteristics can be found in this definition 

3. “Special advisers are employed as temporary civil servants to help ministers on 

matters where the work of government and the work of the party, or parties, of 

government overlap and where it would be inappropriate for permanent civil servants 

to become involved” (Cabinet Office, 2011, p. 58) 

this is a definition made by a UK governmental cabinet 

they can be recruited from everywhere: from political parties or just a technical bureaucrat 

 

advisers ≠ institution of ministerial office 

→ minister’s office or cabinet:  

1. “a Minister’s office provides Ministers with advisors and assistants who are not 

departmental public servants, who share their political commitment, and who can 

complement the professional, expert and non-partisan advice and support of the 

public service. Consequently, they contribute a particular expertise or point of view 

that the public service cannot provide” Privy Council (2015) of Canada  

2. a ministerial cabinet is a small political advisory body which acts as the 'eyes and ears' 

of the Minister in a potentially hostile world (Searls 1978) 

 

reasons to study these advisers: 

- they are influential unelected actors—in proximity to key public decision-makers 

(e.g. prime ministers) 

→ they can influence the policy making process 

- they commonly work ‘in the dark’ (behind the scenes), little is known about who 

they are and what they do 

→ quite private, underregulated: confusion and tension about their authority  

- some advisers become future leaders 

- advisers have become involved in scandals and controversies that have led to 

ministers’ resignations 

bv. affaires, advisers make mistakes …  

 

policy advice locations: 

3 types of locations: public service, internal or external to government 
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variation between different countries:  

Canada and Australia Britain and Denmark The Netherlands and Norway 

12 advisers per minister 

ministerial ‘exempt’ advisers 

(=they don’t have to follow the 

guidelines to be impartial) 

total advisers: 300+ 

max 2 advisers per minister 

special advisers 

total: 100 in the UK and 60 in 

Denmark 

between 0-2 advisers per 

minister 

ministerial or political 

advisers 

total: <20 

graph of Belgium: rise in the number of advisers → more ministerial advisers per minister over 

time 

→ the executive has accumulated more resources so more staff 

could be bc of ministerial overload: too much work for ministerial offices 

+ overlap between ministerial sectors: coordination is necessary between ministerial policy 

sectors 

improve their horizontal and vertical coordination: 

vertical: ministers on a high level, ministerial advisers going up and down between ministers 

and bureaucratic workers 

ministerial advisers also go horizontally: across other ministerial offices 

also internationalisation of policy  

 

exercise: post-employment rules 

→ certain restrictions to work as an adviser in civil service after being a ministerial adviser 

in Canada: a ministerial staffer wanting to transition into a civil service role has to wait 12 

months (a ‘cooling-off’ period) before applying for a job in the civil service 

in Australia: there is no such restriction (just one exception, former advisers are not permitted 

to work for the agency responsible for running elections) 

why would Canada impose this rule? too much inside information to work there directly after 

being a ministerial adviser 
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or perhaps favoritism towards the civil servants that gave them a nice job, so restrictions to 

increase neutrality  

why would Australia have this one restriction? to decrease braindrain to private sector 

 

biographical characteristics on who advisers are: 

mostly men (71%) and mostly in their 30s  

education: politics, history, economics 

 

Westminster administration tradition (UK, Canada, Australia, N-Z, Ireland, …): 

principle: strong separation between politics and administration 

+ traditional neutral civil service: civil servants are politically neutral and appointed on merit 

system 

changed since 1980s: 

 
mix of both partisans (partijgenoten) and not-partisans in staff composition and enlarged 

ministerial office 

→ process of cabinetisation 

 

Napoleonic administrative system (Belgium, Italy, France, EU Commission …) 

more triangular 

→ politicized administration: acceptance that top branch of the civil service is politically 

appointed 
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so Angelsaksian model is following Napoleonic model:  
Westminster Napoleonic 

Location UK, AUS, NZ, IRL, CAN BE, FR, IT, PO, SP, GR, EU 

Civil Service traditionally neutral, more recently 

politicised 

historically politicised 

# of advisers Varied: small in the UK, Ireland, large 

in Australia and Canada 

varied also, but more often more 

numerous than in Westminster countries 

Evolution cabinetisation (mostly attempts at 

increasing political advice) 

decabinetisation (some attempts to 

decrease influence of advisers) 

 
different arenas of influence:  

a) vertical: with departmental bureaucracies 
b) horizontal: within the executive, across ministeries 
c) external: with non-government, external stakeholder (bv. industry, unions, 

universities, the public etc) 
 
type of advisory roles: 

 
type I: the expert which embodies the role of adviser as an individual working in isolation or as part of 
the government machine assisting with, contesting and promoting policy advice in a specific sector.  
type II: the partisan (=politiek betrokken) who is appointed predominantly for political association with 
the minister and in instances where there are levels of distrust between politicians and the civil service. 
These advisers are responsive and are sometimes best placed to anticipate ministerial demands. Such 
advisers undertake work of a politically partisan nature, such as representing their minister in political 
negotiations.  
type III: the coordinator whose role includes monitoring the programme for government, liaising with 
various groups and offices to facilitate an oversight of the minister’s agenda.  
type IV: the minder (babysit) which emphasises the importance of trust in the relationship between 
minister and adviser. Minders should be looking out for issues that may be potentially harmful to 
ministers, both politically and in terms of reputation. Advisers can also exercise their minder role to 
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thwart situations where political principals fail to deliver on their policy commitments because the 
‘minister has gone native’ 
What overlaps the four categories is the reality that ministers need assistance in government as the 
scope of a minister’s responsibilities far exceeds the capacities of any one individual. 

 

video Yes Minister 

→ principle-agent problems in this video?  

- administration seeking their own interest (= also goal displacement) 

- information asymmetry → people can lie  

- not following instructions from politicians: ministers’ policies not carried out by 

permanent secretary administration 

so they say ‘yes minister’ but do whatever they fancy 
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Session 4: Policy instruments and nudging (gastlessen) 

part 1: Policy instruments – Ellen Fobé 

governments make public policy 

remember the difference between analysis for policy and analysis of policy 

→ policy instruments: tools of government to fix a problem, concrete operational means to 

achieve policy goals to solve problems 

bv. policy problem is unemployment, possible solution is to lower the barriers to work 

bv. problem is traffic, the goal is to reduce the number of cars. how? to create better public 

transport, more work from home, change infrastructure (for cars and bikes), increase taxes 

on car 

 

study of policy instruments: °typologies and classifications 

→ often about role of the state in achieving certain goals and changing our behaviour 

bc policy instruments are directed towards our behaviour, but to which degree can a state 

direct our behaviour? 

+ to study differences in policy instruments between countries 

 

classification according to governmental means: NATO-model (Christopher Hood) 

NATO: particular means that the state has to change our behaviour 

Nodality providing information persuading 

moral authority 

Authority regulation demanding legitimate power 

Treasure money: monetary means that the 

state can use to change our 

behaviour 

(dis)incentivizing 

financial means 

Organisation own institutions/services capacity 

the state as a node (knooppunt) as information, a central actor that has access to information 

and can provide and use it in society 

 for the first three:  

- carrot = money: used to lure people and make them behave in a certain way 

- a stick = regulation: make people do certain things 

- a sermon (een preek) = information: tell people what to do 

but a fourth instrument of organization: the state can change our behaviour by delivering 

services themselves, in their own institutions 

but the state needs to meet certain conditions in order for it to change our behaviour 

- N information: persuade us to change our behaviour → assumed that the state has 

the moral authority to do so 
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- A regulation: the state demands that we do that it wants us to do, it has the 

legitimate authority 

- T money: uses financial means to make us do or don’t do something  

- O organisation: own institutions  

 

some examples: 

- Nodality: information 

more traditional instruments: information campaigns 

bv. don’t drink while pregnant, smoking kills 

→ set up by the government to stop us smoking 

newer: labels and blaming 

labels: used to give information and direct our behaviour 

bv. sustainable fish label, nutriscore 

blaming: institutions are ranked according to their performance  

→ ranking of services of institutions and making it public, so that people can see this 

information and be steered towards best providers 

Advantages Disadvantages  

• adjustable general/targeted 

• useful where no definite solution can 

be found 

• low costs 

• political support 

• passive: the state doesn’t actively 

change our behaviour 

• not for crises 

• sometimes only symbolic 

these (dis)advantages are relative towards other instruments 

 

- Authority: regulation and self-regulation 

regulation: rules and guidelines imposed by the state (demands or directions or administrative 

rules) 

3 types: 

1) economic: price control, production control etc 

2) social: health and safety and welfare, bv. discrimination, gambling 

3) environmental: mixed type between social and economic regulation 

→ regulates the market of certain services in society + also environmental safety and 

welfare 

self-regulation: the sector itself or groups implement their own rules that apply to all of their 

members  

bv. command-and-control regulation in traffic, dumping, … → typical rules that frame what 

we can or shouldn’t do 

self-regulation mostly in professional groups: 

bv. lawyers and doctors: have their own ethics and boards that supervise their own rules 

bv. self-regulation of financial market 

bv. in airline industry: safety of planes is self-regulated 
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so sectors are responsible for their own safety and rules  

→ useful to reduce rules set by the state 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Low cost from the perspective of the 

state: telling what we can or can’t do 

• Crisis instrument: effective in times 

of crisis  

• Symbolically attractive 

 

• Curb market/innovation: difficult for 

new actors to enter the market 

• Low flexibility with regard to 

individual situations 

• Over-regulation  

• Capacity for implementation, 

enforcement and sanctions  

 

- Treasure: money 

→ subsidies to encourage us to do something 

bv. for renovating our houses, for childcare, … 

→ tax deductions, allowances, vouchers and loans 

bv. loans are used these days as a means for the state to ensure that certain companies 

prevent bankruptcy 

bv. vouchers for small businesses to buy from other businesses 

bv. tax deduction if you invest in green renovation in your house, buy an electric car 

bv. allowances for renovating or buying sustainable energy 

& taxes and charges to discourage us 

bv. on alcohol, sugar: unhealthy so discouraged to buy 

bv. higher charge for parking in city center 

bv. tax on plastic waste  

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Flexible  

• Stimulates innovation 

• Politically attractive  

• Budgeting: very extensive budgets 

• Disturbs market competition 

• Large information requirements  

• Not for crisis 

• Difficult to abolish 

 

- O: organization 

2 types: 

• public enterprises: 

bv. public transport, postal services …  

• direct public provisions: 

not part of public enterprise but still delivered by services of the state 

bv. public libraries and pools, construction and maintenance of roads and forests, education, 

pensions 

→ goal: ensuring that it’s done correctly 

bv. ensuring a safe old age 
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Advantages Disadvantages 

• low information requirements  

• accumulation of expertise 

• low transaction costs 

• los of flexibility 

• political control and incoherence 

• not very cos-conscious 

• conflicts 

 

how to choose a certain policy instrument? 

instrument criteria and selection debates: 

instruments are often interchangeable, there are different solution for a problem 

policy instrument choice obv certain criteria: effectiveness, efficiency, legitimacy, equality, 

sustainability, political support 

→ effectiveness & efficiency used to weigh policy options and to compare instruments to one 

another 

+ legitimacy, equality, sustainability & political support of policy options  

also target-group thinking as an addition perspective: what are the characteristics of the 

target group I’m trying to reach? what are their attitudes, their knowledge, their values?  

in practice: not always an objective use of these criteria  

→ influence of ideology, educational background, habit, experience, organisational culture 

bv. green party would suggest different solutions to traffic problem than a liberal party 

bv. lawyers prefer regulation, economists prefer self-regulation 

selection debate: state intervention 

→ different views on how much power/force the state can use to direct our behaviour 

depends on the country, bv. regulation in US much more contested than in Europe  

 

alternative typology of policy instruments: 

→ not only instruments by the state, but also voluntary: where the state decides not to act, it 

leaves certain problems to the free market, to families and to voluntary organisations 

bv. in US no fixed regulation for parental leave → left to individual employers 

bv. role of families and voluntary organisations in providing health care in developing 

countries  

→ voluntary instruments: the state decides not to act, no state involvement 
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part 2: Nudging – Pieter Raymaekers 

nudging as a policy tool: subtly motivating people to behave in a certain way 

to bridge 2 gaps: 

intention – behaviour gap: bridge between what we want to do and what we actually do  

+ gap between behavioural sciences – policy sciences 

 

1) the human psyche 

→ the behavioural insights of our brain 

Kahneman: dual process theory 

→ 2 cognitive systems in the human brain 

1: fast, automatic, effortless thinking about everyday decisions 

2: slow, conscious, effortful, more reliable thinking for more complex decisions 

 
we don’t always use system 2 → so we can make mistakes: ≠ biases 

- status quo bias: people don’t really like change 

so people choose the path of least resistance, the status quo 

- present bias: we choose immediate rewards instead of bigger rewards that come 

later 

- optimism bias/overconfidence effect: we tend to be too optimistic and 

overconfident, and think nothing bad will happen to us 

bv. a lot of marriages but we forget that there are also a lot of divorces 

- confirmation bias: search for information that confirms the values and ideas we 

already have 

examples of Covid-19:  

hindsight bias: we look at the past and say like ‘we should have known that the 3d wave was 

coming’ with the information we have today 

also scarcity and herding behaviour 

 

2) the nudge narrative 

accelerated the behavioural turn within public policy sciences 

2008: financial crisis 

→ caused by human flaws:  

- bounded rationality: the concepts were too complex 
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- bounded willpower: tempting to go on the stock market, too good to be true 

- social proof: everyone was on the stock market, collective optimism 

°nudge book in 2008 (- Thaler & Sunstein) 

a nudge: a light touch or push in the right direction, “any aspect of the choice architecture 

that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any options or 

significantly changing their economic incentives” 

→ highlight a certain option of a choice to push people in a certain direction of desired 

behaviour 

sort of libertarian paternalism 

pioneers in the US and the UK: Obama and Cameron appoint the authors as advisers 

→ stroomversnelling for nudging  

 

4 main types of nudging: 

a) changing the information environment 

bv. smiley faces in traffic om rijsnelheid te tonen = feedback 

bv. text message reminders for appointments 

bv. labels: nutriscore 

bv. easy prescription cards 

 

b) changing the social environment 

using descriptive social norms 

→ people usually do what other people do: we tend to look at what other people are doing 

and copy that behaviour 

bv. ‘9/10 people pay their taxes on time’, so if you are late, you’re not paying up to the social 

norm 

bv. if social norm is high for vaccination, you can convince more people 

 

c) changing the physical environment 

bv. krijtcirkels in Gent to show social distance 

bv. highlight garbage on the floor with graffiti to decrease litter 

 

d) changing the standard/default option 

→ most successful but controversial 

bv. standard option for organ donation becomes opt out system → significantly more organ 

donation 

 

3) the behavioural turn 

more looked at behaviour in articles etc 

→ rise of behavioural insights in policy analysis (existed already in other fields but also 

increased in these other sciences, like health and psychology) 
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public policy developing in experimental method science because of behavioural turn: to see 

what (doesn’t) work, causal effect → evidence based policy making 

is nudging the 5th policy instrument?  

 
also criticism: does it actually work? what about the autonomy and manipulation of citizens? 

+ ideologically  

→ look at policy criteria to measure the results: efficiency, effectiveness, transparency etc  

use a behavioural lens to look at nudges 

→ nudging as a behavioural spin to look at policy instruments 

dual strategy: rational and unconscious dimension of behaviour 
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POLICY CYCLE 

Session 5: Problem definition and agenda setting 

what are policy problems? “economic, ecological, or technical problems influence the life 

chances of people and, thereby, become social problems” (Schneider & Janning 2006) 

different views on policy problems: 

- positivist view 

= problems arrive automatically on the agenda if they’re strong enough and have a big enough 

impact on people’s lives, the facts speak for themselves 

→ economic and technological determinism, little attention to political, cultural and 

ideological factors 

convergence hypothesis (Sharkansky, Wilensky): idea that problems are becoming more alike 

around the globe → not true in reality, as long as there are different political views etc, policies 

will diverse 

- constructivist view/post-positivist view 

= problems need defining before they find their way to the agenda, defining in a process of 

power play between different actors, ideologies, experts etc 

→ socially constructed process of problem perception 

influenced by: 

• ideas and ideologies 

• discourse and language 

• impact of professionals and experts 

• central role of argumentation 

• policy problems as narratives, storylines 

• media and problem definition 

no clear connection between problem-solution 

→ the framing and defining of the problem plays a big role 

 

→ agenda setting: why do some issues appear on the governmental agenda and others not? 

from problems to solutions, from problem definition to agenda setting: 

agenda setting = list of subjects and problems onto which public officials and persons or 

groups external to government pay attention at a specific point in time 

→ political agenda 

example: 

Subject Problem Solution 

1. People sleeping on the 

street 

Homeless people  Better and cheaper housing 

2. People sleeping on the 

street 

Vagrancy (=landloperij) Police and legal sanctions 

→ same problem but different framing of the problem  

so different solution, bc in the defining of the problem is already the solution 
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pluralism: the agenda is determined by different groups 

criticism on pluralism: 

- some groups more powerful than others 

- some issues never get on the agenda: non-decision making  

→ some groups never get their problems heard 

- sometimes government initiates policy programmes by its own 

 

the importance of ideas, discourse and argumentation in agenda setting: 

i) experts, professionals and the marketing of ideas 

→ knowledge is power 

but some experts will not be heard 

→ knowledge requires money 

→ access to knowledge can be prevented 

think tanks are on the rise: a motor in transitioning to democracy in some countries 

but they have an ideological perspective and quite elitist 

→ Laswell: citizen panels are a more democratic alternative 

 

ii) discourse and argumentation 

- Brendan Bruce: undermining opponents with words & images of power 

- Murrey Edelman: how policies create illusions, policies are just words that succeed 

while the real policies that fail 

- Fisher and Forester: argumentative turn in policy analysis, the power of 

argumentation 

- Deborah Stone: the policy paradox, & agenda-setting as narrative (zie hieronder) 

 

narrative structure of problem definition (Deborah Stone): 

1. Stories of decline  

→ change for the better isn’t happening, things got worse or are getting worse if we 

don’t take action soon 

OR things were going well until the government intervened or regulated 

o Stymied progress story  (progress halted bv. economy) 

= things were going well until the government intervened or regulated the 

sector (bv. taxation that created problems for the economy) 

often in sectors that don’t like too much regulation 

o Change is only an illusion  (bv. crime numbers) 

= change for the better isn’t happening, things are getting worse if we don’t 

take action soon 

 

2. Story of helplessness and control  

o Conspiracy  (bv. Trump: political elite in Washington) 
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→ conspiracies about the agenda or scepticism  

o Blame the victim  (bv. homelessness, unemployment, third world 

countries, health)  

bv. we don’t need to create obesity programs bc it’s their own fault 

→ supports not doing something about a problem, not worth spending time 

about a problem 

 

iii) media and problem definition 

an important role in covering problems → important gatekeepers 

not only reporters of facts: they can produce or intensify problems 

not pluralist: some narratives will be more dominant in the media than others 

 

2 videos: 

they both use stories of decline and other narratives: which one?  

- John Coleman slams the view of global warming: he says it’s a myth 

→ portrayed himself as an expert and discredits other opinions (they are not legit), focusses 

on his own role and own expertise 

+ conspiracy theory: global warming is created by the UN as a co-alliance and by scientists 

with a certain ideology and political agenda 

also deconstructing stories of decline: there is no climate change, the change we see is only 

an illusion, everything is fine, we don’t have to worry 

 

- scientist builds an argument for precautionary action, pleads for action bc it’s the 

best/only option we have  

stymied progress story: change is necessary 

describes that one decline is much worse than the other 

→ story of decline: we need to take action or else we’ll face very serious problems and things 

will get worse, if we don’t take action bad things will happen 

message that policy action is something we can decide and organise, can mobilise people to 

put a problem on the agenda 

 

typologies of policy issues: 

• Wilson: spreading or concentration of costs and benefits in an issue 

→ are costs and benefits concentrated or are they spread? 

in distributive policy issues: bv. recovery plan for covid: a big fund for different sectors 

→ distributive bc there are gains to be made, not losses 

gives less debate than redistributive issues 

redistributive: bv. a tax/toll when you enter the city → hurts some people more than 

others, so they will push their influence on this issue to push it off the agenda, because 

it brings losses 

lumpy issues: when costs and benefits are not easy to spread or easy to negotiate 
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bv. nucleair power plant: NIMBY, people in the neighbourhood are not against it but 

they get the benefits and the costs 

principle issues: agenda setting debates can be very heated  

→ more symbolic, principle policy issues 

bv. abortion, euthanasia, official languages, use of the flag 

• Lowi: policy determines politics 

 

other policy characteristics that can influence agenda setting: 

➢ unambiguousness vs. ambiguousness  

➢ how many people are affected 

➢ urgent vs. not urgent (bv. Covid-19) 

➢ simple vs. complex 

➢ routine vs. novelty  

➢ high vs. low symbolic character  

 

agenda setting theories: 

• Cobb & Elder: agenda setting processes 

2 agendas: 

- systemic agenda: the one that is out there, the problems felt by people or framed 

by media 

→ they do not all end up on the agenda 

- institutional agenda 

4 stages: 

- initiation: something triggers an issue to be more discussed 

- specification of the issue 

- broadening support: broader discussion of the issue and support for designing 

policies 

- placement on the institutional agenda 

3 models: 

- external initiation 

- mobilisation model 

- internal initiation 

 

• Kingdon: 3 streams 

problem stream: ‘the systemic agenda’, people talk about problems, organisations start 

addressing them, there will be symptoms of the problem visible by media  

policy stream: discussions between experts and government  

politics stream: determined by elections, crisis, political roots … 

these 3 streams can exist and function quite independently 

only when they come together: °windows of opportunity for policy 

→ convergence of the streams 
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bv. na Dutroux: hervorming van hele politie 

of bv. na dood George Floyd: protesten BLM 

 

• Howlett & Ramesh: agenda setting processes 

  Public support 

Initiator High Low 

Social actors  External initiation: social protest and 

public support that put problem on 

agenda 

bv. BLM 

Internal initiation: powerful groups in 

society who lobby for certain policies or 

who don’t want certain problems on the 

agenda 

bv. NRA 

Government Consolidation: (public) support is high 

for certain issues or actions on the 

agenda 

bv. high willingness for vaccination 

Mobilisation: (public) support is low for 

certain issues so mobilisation is 

necessary → government wants to 

direct people in a direction 

Bv. low willingness for vaccination so 

the gov needs to mobilize 
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Session 6-7: Policy formulation & decision making 

Policy formulation 

= the stage where policy options/solutions are defined, compared and discussed 

putting problems on the agenda after identifying them 

less rational than might be expected, political ambiguities  

limitations: 

- moral and ethics: not every option fits morally, not everything is possible 

bv. privacy 

- substantial: different types of policy problems  

- procedural: institutional and tactical issues that play a role 

≠ actors involved: dominant actors in the policy community 

→ hardly ever monopoly of one group 

not always support or target group contact in policy formulation 

 

→ different kinds of policy subsystems:  

sub-governments (or ‘iron triangle’: criticism on pluralism) 

- small number of participants (bv. state-labour-employers) 

- stable interaction in closed processes 

- control of the policy sector (limited access to outsiders) 

bv. members of congress 

issue networks: the complete opposite (Heclo) 

- a lot of participants, organisations, groups 

- a lot of support and public action 

- less control 

but this depends on the policy  

advocacy coalitions: constructivist approach (Sabatier & Jenkins-Smith) 

→ configuration of actors who share some beliefs on what the problems in society are and 

what the preferred solutions are, combination of all types of actors in advocacy coalitions 

policy communities: people who share beliefs prior to interests, communal policy focus 

→ not structurally involved in policy formulation or in interactions, only involved in the 

formulation of policy problems and solutions 

policy networks (Katzenstein, Rhodes, & Wilks and Wright): more strictly gathering people 

who share a certain view, but shared focus on policy domain and they have a stake in that 

policy domain, so interests play a bigger role 

difference between networks and communities? the motivations of actors 

→ in networks, actors share a policy focus + advocated interests: actors within the same 

network may advocate different interests and not share any beliefs 
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typologie of policy networks – Howlett & Ramesh 

adhv number and type of participants & relations between participants  

Relation 

between state 

and groups in 

the network 

Type and number of network participants 

State agencies One major societal 

group 

Two major societal 

groups 

Three or more 

societal groups 

State-directed 

relations 

Bureaucratic 

networks 

Clientelistic networks Triadic networks Pluralistic networks 

Society-

dominated 

relations 

Participatory 

networks 

Captured networks Corporatist 

networks 

Issue networks 

 

- bureaucratic: mainly state agencies, no lobby groups etc involved 

bv. the police and other state agencies in the war against terrorism, NATO (?) 

- participatory: state agencies but society-dominated 

bv. local governments pushing for certain solutions or asking for policy options from 

the state 

- clientelistic: one major societal group interacting with the government and state-led, 

but still with the interests of a certain group in mind, the government interacts with a 

group that it considers as a client 

bv. European Dairy Association 

- captured: one major societal group interacting with the government and society-led, 

captured by this one group in society 

bv. the NRA in the US, the califate (IS) 

- triadic: networks of employers and employees’ organisations, unions  

the state is more involved, a more important role for politicians  

- corporatist: society- or group-led  

bv. groep van 10 with trade union representatives and employers’ organisations 

representatives, no politicians/ministers involved 

- pluralistic: the state invites actors to the table to discuss topics 

bv. education council with organisers of school, representatives from students, 

parents, minorities etc to make education policy 

- issue network: society-dominated, bottom-up 

bv. katje Lee of baby Pia 
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Decision making 

= stage where it is defined what is going to be done 

→ defines a number of operations, via which a specified goal shall be reached  

= rational view 

with material and personal resources: which financial resources and which department will 

act? 

specified goal: decided during negotiation in earlier stages 

 

who decides: the number of involved actors is smaller, but everyone involved here gets a voice 

and can decide (authorised actors) 

in this stage the choice in alternatives is made, grounded in previous stages 

always with winners and losers 

non-decision also important: the choice not to act is also a policy, not doing anything about 

an issue 

bv. not taking action in making policy about Covid-19 (in February 2020, or Bolsonaro and 

Trump) 

negative decisions: decision not to change the status quo, it gets put on the agenda but no 

reforms are decided  

bv. the decision to not yet open theatres in Covid-19 

positive decision: decision to change the status quo 

 

3 models: 

- rational model:  

rational analysis of costs-benefits, and set goals that receive the largest benefits and 

fewest costs with fewest unwanted consequences 

strategically comparing options for solving a problem 

strong belief in rationalism, but there are limits in our rationality, we cannot know 

what is best 

+ we take satisfying decisions, not the ones that maximise benefits 
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- incremental model (Lindblom): 

only small changes and familiar alternatives, remedies instead of proactive action 

→ muddling through 

only fix something if it occurs (Jean-Luc Dehaene) 

small adaptations of the status quo, through negotiations and standard procedures 

problem solving rather than goal-finding, few consequences are considered 

means=goals 

criticism: no focus on the direction of change, short-term view, conservative and 

undemocratic 

only possible in stable policy contexts with a lot of continuity and availability of means 

- irrational model / garbage can model (March & Olsen) 

ad hoc decisions, goals are not known 

no attention for the relation between causes-consequences 

 

alternative models: 

- mixed scanning model (Etzioni) 

first alternatives are broadly scanned, but then make a more rational decision on the 

basis on these alternatives 

→ policy alternatives considered are limited, but decision-making is more rational 

- Forester: requirements for when you’ll find rational decision-making: 

o small number of participants: not too much fragmentation and perspectives 

o simple setting and context 

o problem is well-defined 

o perfect information 

o no urgent situation 

another way of presenting Forester: 

 
→ more rational decision making in linkse kolom 
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Session 8: Policy implementation - guest lecture by Pieter Hupe 

central question: (1) how can implementation research be characterized and (2) what does it 

take to realize policy goals? 

→ enerzijds theory, anderzijds practice 

 

“the goals have been formulated. the decisions have been made. and the rest is a matter of 

implementation.” 

→ what does this express? implementation plays a big role, it looks easy but it is complicated 

and not so evident to bring decisions into practice in the real world 

the quote shows a top-down view on implementation: this is a misconception that 

implementation is seen as secondary, doesn’t need too much attention 

 

an example: the painting and the hole in the wall 

→ you buy a painting but the carpenter hangs it too low: they put it lower bc they want to 

avoid the electricity cables 

what does this express? the implementer sometimes know better, a difference between 

theory and practice 

→ implementation demands action, it has a certain logic of its own: it cannot be read off of 

the papers of decision 

 

part 1: studying policy implementation 

2 different views on implementation: 

- to do what you’re told 

- discretion, doing things in a way that seems appropriate  

 

different approaches of theory about implementation, implementation research: 

1) top-down perspective (Pressman & Wildavsky) 

zie book 1973 ‘Implementation’: important bc 3 reasons 

- social science perspective on what happens after a bill has become a law 

- story of disappointment  

- shows top-down perspective on implementation 

features of top-down implementation: 

- a public programme as a single case policy case studies: what has been achieved given 

the goals → the results are often disappointing: kloof tussen what has been expected 

and what has been achieved 

= thesis of incongruent implementation 

- ‘vertical’ comparison: results and intentions compared 

- evaluations of goal achievement 

characterization:  

- linear causality is assumed: intentions precede actions 
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- implies chronological order: goals determine instruments, instruments determine 

results 

normatively it is attractive to look at implementation in this way, but it is very limiting 

 

2) bottom-up perspective (Lipsky) 

implementation is made at the street level!  

features: 

- in depth case studies 

- micro-level comparison 

- focus on what happens at the street level 

→ all these European policies or policies by governments need to be implied at the street level 

characterization:  

- policies made at the street level 

- multiple vectors inward 

- dilemmas of the individual in public services 

in the 80s: debate between top-down and bottom-up advocates 

→ result: synthesizing approaches 

 

3) synthesizing approach 

different kind of synthesizing approaches: attempt to include both factors playing a role at the 

top and the factors at the bottom 

characterization of what they have in common:  

- multi-level dynamics: micro-meso-macro 

- theoretical approach, more comprehensive  

- methodological rigour: requires structure, quantitative orientation 

 

state of the field: we would expect that there would be 1 kind of approach in these 

perspectives 

→ but all these kinds are used 

 
top-down implementation studies: often in European policy studies or health studies 

→ implementation science: catalogue of intervention  

so all these kinds of approaches co-exist next to each other, no monopoly 
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→ cp-existence and evolution of  variety of perspectives and approaches: iterative and cyclical 

elements, some things come back and forth 

top-down, bottom-up and synthesizing approaches komen ongeveer evenveel voor, still used  

= an ongoing quest 

 

part 2: implementing public policies 

so the top and the bottom remain as important 

→ rule makers (top): world of policy intentions 

→ rule applicators (bottom): world of implementation 

policy process as applied problem solving: zie HB en vorige lessen 

 
→ implementation: putting solution into effect → is a top-down view, very rationalistic 

bv. vaccination program: it is not just putting solution into effect! 

implementation can also be seen as a political effect 

+ you can be confronted with unforeseen factors 

so it is not a technical matter: it is a political matter 

→ much messier than can be thought of at the desk, much more duality of implementation irl 

 

→ it needs attention: 

- from the top:  

o problems can vary 

o circumstances can vary 

o there are different stakeholders 

Hood: conditions to arrive at perfect implementation:  

• if the implementing organization works like an army, with clear lines of 

authority 

• initial standards and objectives are being followed 

• implementers do what they are asked to do 

• organization-units communicate perfectly 

• no time pressure 

aangevuld door Gunn:  

• no external restrictions 

• enough time 

• sufficient means 

• the theory behind the policy is plausible 

• a direct relation between cause and consequence 

• implementing organizations do not depend on each other 

• all implementers agree on the objectives 
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• all objectives can be specified in the concrete actions 

• good communication between the implementing organizations 

• everyone respects authority and obeys 

making policy is a political thing: different stakes, actors, values 

+ needs to be interpreted at the street level 

bv. the teacher/social worker/police officer needs to act at the street level with always an 

accoutability towards the top and towards the client 

→ the top needs to recognize this 

(hier effe Q&A over Nederlandse regering die gevallen is haha) 

 

- from the bottom: 

o discretion inherent: policy goals need interpretation, how to apply a certain 

rule and what rules are at stake 

often dilemmas are involved at the street level 

o accountabilities: upwards to the top but also to your colleagues, and towards 

clients/pupils and to the public at large 

→ multiplicity of accountability 

o workload: rules are piling up → °policy alienation 

workload is so immense, people don’t know how to keep their moral up 

o multi-layered system of co-governance: the top nor the bottom is isolated, 

there are different layers in government (bv. local) 

bv. teacher in primary school: they have to follow different rules by different 

governments → parents or parents board, the school, the state/country, 

Europe 

o plurality of discretionary actors 

o performing their tasks but not puppets on a string 

 

→ implementation is not an easy matter 

the easiest thing would be a one-size-fits-all approach, but that’s not the case 

important to realize policy goals are the 5 C’s of realistic implementation (Hupe) 

- communication: communicate what you want → policy is a message 

- coalitions, commitment and capacity 

- capacity and craftmanship: enhancing professionalism of street level bureaucrats 

 

conclusion: 

if street level is not taken into account and taken for granted, the result may be that 

implementation is looked at without looking really at the street level 

→ what happens on the ground is very important!! 
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Session 9-10: Evaluation in the policy cycle, feedback and policy learning 

= after implementation: evaluation, feedback and policy learning 

 

Evaluation 

can focus on a number of issues, bv. the cost of a policy, the results, the reaching of goals, the 

process of implementation 

evaluation can be done by bureaucrats, politicians or external actors  

→ external actors: people in general bv. in elections we can evaluate policies of the past 

government, or other actors 

2 definitions: 

- broad: political evaluation etc 

- narrow: 2 definitions 

“Evaluation is the process of systematically determining merit, worth, or significance of 

something.” (M. Scriven) 

“Evaluation can be viewed as a structured process that creates and synthesizes information 

intended to reduce the level of uncertainty for stakeholders about a given program or policy. 

It is intended to answer questions or test hypotheses, the results of which are then 

incorporated into the information bases used by those who have a stake in the program or 

policy.” (McDavid & Hawthorn) 

 → difference: 2nd one includes the use of information in the policy, the 1st one is very result 

oriented 

+ not all evaluations are systematic (bij Scriven) 

 

evaluation: are the results significant? should we do away with it or not, does it have any 

value?  

many evaluations are not used at all, especially not when the judgements are not in line with 

the commissioners of evaluation  

literature on evaluation has mostly used the narrow model, the rational model of evaluating 

is dominant 

there are of course also critical approaches 

BUT there are also (political) boundaries to rationality, so not only a rational approach 

→ evaluation is always normative, so it easily becomes political 

 

≠ forms of evaluation: 

dominance of the rational model, but there are boundaries to rationality 

- political evaluation:  

o not systematic 

o can be one-sided and biased 

o not directed at improving policies: it wants to reject or criticize a policy, or 

support it 

o mostly at times of elections/referenda: we all evaluate policies 
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o consultation with members of the policy subsystem 

bv. protest actie voor propere lucht in Brussel 

constantly passing judgements towards policies 

- juridical evaluation: evaluation through juridical institutions 

→ courts passing judgements bc of conflicts between policies and the law, by passing 

those judgements they evaluate policies, bv. by requesting the termination of a policy 

on their own initiative or on request by persons/organisations 

bv. slide 10: court ordered Belgium to end covid measures 

this puts a lot of pressure on governments 

- administrative or rational evaluation: these are the systematic evaluations 

forms:  

o evaluation of efforts: inputs, so look at the inputs of the policy 

→ what money was used, how was the personnel 

o performance measurement: outputs 

did the policies have any results?  

o effectiveness evaluation: did the policy have any real effects? 

o efficiency evaluation: can you reach more/better results with the money you 

have? of use less money for the same results? 

o process evaluation: procedures and the roles of different individuals 

techniques: just pro memorie, for your information 

o ppbs (planning programming budgeting system): embed evaluation in the 

practice of government planning and budgeting 

o zero-base budgeting 

o management by objectives 

o cost-benefit analysis 

o cost-effectiveness analysis 

o regression analysis 

o expert panel 

o benchmarking 

 

after the evaluation: (=last step in the policy cycle) 

Feedback and learning  

→ post-evaluation stage: attention since the 1970s 

Kaufmann: organisations never die, and it’s the same with policies, policies hardly ever die 

Bardach: policy is rarely terminated 

 

Peters and Hogwood: list of 4 types of policy change of what happens after evaluation 

- policy innovation: come up with a completely new policy  

- policy succession: when one policy is succeeded by the next one without any changes 

bv. dienstencheques voor poetsdienst, regularly evaluated but decided to continue 

the policy 
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- policy maintenance: making a few changes/adjustments to put the policy in place, 

mostly changes in the means and instruments etc 

bv. raise the budget  

- policy termination: terminate the policy 

 

policy change on a continuum: how innovation occurs to a new policy instrument, how policy 

gets terminated bc you stop to invest personnel/money in it 

the previous ideal types of innovation and termination occur rarely  

→ it’s a continuum 

bv. anti-tobacco field: the goals are quite stable, but a lot of innovation in instruments 

like regulation, campaigning, debranding cigarettes, the prohibition of smoking has expanded 

to more public and private spaces in society 

→ the innovation of instruments and expanding this to a broader space in society 

bv. mantelzorg: field of application has expanded from only professional help to also means 

for mantelzorg  

bv. fietsers moeten geen mondmasker aandoen 

→ extracting target group 

so zowel innovation als termination:  

- innovation: new instruments + policy expansion to new target groups or other sectors 

- termination: less investment of money of personnel + extracting target groups from 

bv. certain benefits 

 

Policy termination 

policy termination – Hogwood and Gunn 

- functional policy termination: a function is taken away from an organisation or the 

organization is abolished 

- organizational policy termination: abolishing agencies 

bv. civil protection (civiele bescherming) in Belgium. there was a reform: zowel 

functional als organizational termination 

→ their barracks (kazernes) were abolished, dismantled  

but their functions were greatly reduced: deel ervan naar brandweer of privé 

bedrijven etc, for the civil protection it meant functional policy termination 

- termination of standpoints: when a vision/view comes to end 

bv. in economic policy, in the 1970s from Keynesianism to monetarism in how to get 

economic growth 

a view can also be adjusted or supplemented with another view 

bv. views on colonization etc  

- ideal-typical policy termination: abolish the agency all together 

→ so you have to think: what changes to a policy?  
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brakes to termination: what explains why it’s so difficult to terminate a certain policy? 

brakes: 

o intellectual resistance 

bv. difficult for professors to terminate a course in which they invested a lot 

o lack of political initiative  

o institutional continuity 

o dynamic conservatism: you use power to preserve a policy 

o anti-termination coalitions: certain coalitions of groups who work together to stop the 

termination of a polcy 

o legal obstacles: policies create rights, you cannot just take those away 

o high kick-off costs: there has been an investment in a policy, put in a lot of money or 

people zijn eraan gehecht qua hun ID  

o unintended consequences: afraid that there will come unintended consequences with 

the termination of a policy 

o reluctance and refusal 

reasons: 

- psychological: keeping identity 

- power: vested interests in not losing a policy, bv. bc they would lose their job or power 

 

hints for policy termination 

→ Behn inspired by Machiavelli (and also Thatcher): 

if you follow Machiavelli, this are tips and tricks to terminate policies: 

1) redefine the discourse 

2) termination at the beginning of a legislature or during crisis (if there is no crisis: create 

one!) 

3) create incentives for termination  

4) make sunset provisions: stipulate that the policy will terminate/continue after an 

evaluation na bv. 4 years 

5) discredit the anti-termination coalition 

6) choose the weakest 

 

policy learning: when you use information to change your view on what policy should reach 

and how they should reach it 

definitions: 

“Learning in policymaking refers to sustainable change in behaviour, which is based on new 

information” Biegelbauer 2007  

“Deliberate attempt to adjust the goals or techniques of policy in response to past experience 

and new information” Hall 1993 
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policy learning: when behaviour is changed, when you use new information to change your 

view on things 

2 types of learning: 

- instrumental definition (Hall): processes where you use evaluations to reach policy 

objectives more effectively  

learning to better reach the objectives, attempts to adjust the policy in the light of 

results of existing policy 

→ endogenous learning bc you stay within the framework of the policies that are in 

place 

- learning as an unconscious process (Heclo): more in response to what is happening 

outside the environment, reaction to external circumstances, bv. a crisis, disasters or 

international pressure 

→ exogenous learning 

 

Hall: different order changes in social learning 

social learning: first, second and third order change 

- first: only adaption of instruments, goals are kept in place 

bv. improve subsidies for solar panels 

- second: choice of new instruments 

bv. stop giving subsidies to solar panels but give it to windenergie  

- third: change of underlying objectives and ideas, paradigmatic change, make a very 

clean break with the past and do something completely new 

a lot of changes are first order change 

 

!!!!!video over overbevissing bekijken want komt vraag over!!!!!! 

zie youtube, hoort bij sessie 2 

After watching, students will be able to: 

- Explain overfishing as one type of market failure, that is a tragedy of the 

commons 

- Explain three examples of ways in which governments can limit access to the 

resources of the sea. 

- To put an estimate on the percentage of fish stock overfishing. 

- Give three examples of narratives of decline specific to the overuse of 

resources of the sea. 

- Give 3 examples of common goods in the oceans 


